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Executive Summary

Increased use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) can bring major social and economic benefits to the UK. With the help of AI, 
computers can analyze and learn from information with greater speed and accuracy. AI offers massive gains in efficiency 
and performance to most or all industry sectors, from drug discovery to logistics, from LegalTech to E-Governance. 
Software using AI can be integrated into existing processes to improve them, scale them, and reduce their costs, by making 
or suggesting more accurate decisions through better use of information.

The AI industry has caught the attention of the British Government, scientific and business community. To this end, the 
APPG (All Party Parliamentary Group) on Artificial Intelligence was established in January 2017 to discuss the 
impact and the implications of AI. Following recent political developments in the EU, Britain is considering artificial 
intelligence as a means of neutralizing economic risks after Brexit. It has been estimated that AI could add an additional 
USD $814 billion (£630bn) to the UK economy by 2035, increasing the annual growth rate of GVA from 2.5 to 3.9%. By 
contrast, in order to catch up, France’s Macron announced $1.8 billion for AI to compete with the U.S. and China.

Statistics show that 47% of all employment opportunities will be taken by machines within the next two decades. It is little 
wonder then that people perceive Artificial Intelligence as a threat. There is no telling where science will take us next, or 
what the next step for AI will be. AI has the potential to greatly improve areas like healthcare, education, poverty and 
security. AI systems can do some very beneficial things already today, that humans will simply never be able to do. If we 
leverage that to augment what humans do well, AI could positively impact society, business and culture more than the 
internet did. 

Some statistics show that countries where automation of blue-collar jobs by robotics has accelerated, such as Japan and 
South Korea, GDP has increased accordingly, and the entire process has promoted the decline of routine work and the 
growth of creative, intelligent work. In the same way, AI will displace many white-collar workers, but can be expected to 
increase the overall amount of white-collar jobs by providing a new industry in need of an intelligent workforce, and should 
result in an overall increase of GDP.

[1] http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5171275/UK-best-country-WORLD-AI-revolution.html#ixzz5ATIA12tk 
[2] https://www.verdict.co.uk/matt-hancock-uk-government-ai/
[3] https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/652097/Growing_the_artificial_intelligence_industry_in_the_UK.pdf
[4] https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-tech/france-to-spend-1-8-billion-on-ai-to-compete-with-u-s-china-idUSKBN1H51XP
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In this report we systemized and summarized all the publically available data on the AI industry in the UK, and created 
comprehensive mind maps to represent this data. Our aim in producing this report was to provide useful tools for decision 
makers and technical experts to further the development of this industry. 

The AI revolution is going to be enormous and it demands the concentrated attention of a dedicated legislator at the  
government level. AI is likely to have wide applications in the processing of applications and submissions, including for 
tax, benefits, visas, passports, and other Government licenses. Thus, AI is going to have strategic positions in the world’s 
economy and politics. It is possible to see AI becoming a utility, improving the functioning of all digital applications and 
digitized functions.

“AI in UK: Artificial Industry Landscape Overview 2018” begins with an analysis of the current state of the industry. It is 
well known that UK is one of the countries leading the AI industry. In October 2017, the UK Government announced an 
industry-led review of how the private sector and Government can create the conditions for the AI industry to continue to 
thrive and grow in the UK, as part of a broader Digital Strategy for the UK economy. Likewise, building public confidence 
and trust will be vital to successful development of UK-based AI industry. That is why the Government should actively 
promote and bring awareness of the impact that AI will have.

The report has several chapters dedicated to 1000 companies based in the UK and 600 investors, and covers various 
AI-subsectors, including: Healthcare, FinTech, GovTech, etc., and profiles leading companies operating in each of these 
subsectors. The report also features profiles AI related think tanks, tech hubs, accelerators, conferences, research 
centres. A specific chapter is dedicated to 80 influencers and is divided into 4 parts: influencers in business, academia, 
think tanks and policymakers. 

A specific chapters are dedicated to government and parliamentary initiatives on AI in the UK; analysis of a global AI race 
and current state of development of AI-industries in different countries, and position of UK in this global AI-landscape; 
ethics of AI, issues related to data security and privacy, inequality and statistic related biases; private, commercial, 
non-profit Initiatives and activities.

A significant part of the report is dedicated to profiling of multiple practical applications and use cases.

The goal of this report is to give a clear perspective and in-depth snapshot of the current state of the AI industry 
in the UK in Q3 2018, and to identify the main players (companies, investors, influencers, hubs, government 
entities) involved in the industry and to outline main trends.

Executive Summary
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The report is organized into several sections that analyze specific aspects of the UK AI-Industry and draw distinctive 
conclusions on its present state, near-future, and what can be done in order to optimize the industry’s trajectory over the 
course of the next several years, and to maximize the nation’s potential to become a global AI leader by 2020.

Section I: AI in UK Industry Landscape offers a broad overview of the AI Industry in the UK, with chapters specifically 
tuned to developments in Q3 of 2018. It also features lists and mindmaps of the 1000 companies, 600 investors, 80 
influencers, 15 journalists, 12 think tanks, 12 tech hubs, and 11 research institutes active in the UK AI Industry. The 
scope of the report and number of companies and entities active within the UK AI market is truly indicative of its advanced 
state of development and maturity.

Section II: Government and Parliamentary Initiatives on AI in the UK summarizes the most important Government 
and Parliamentary initiatives on AI in the UK that have occurred throughout 2016-2018, including detailed coverage on 
key statements and development strategies, key Governmental thought-leaders on the topic of AI, the All-Party 
Parliamentary Group on Artificial Intelligence, the Mayor of London's reports and statements on London's place within the 
broader UK AI Industry, fundamental papers and reports on the AI industry released by the Government, the House of 
Lords’ report on Artificial Intelligence and the UK Government's response, APPG-AI reports, and how the NHS is 
supporting the application of AI in healthcare.

Section III: Global AI Race charts the landscape of the global AI race and better contextualizes the UK's current position 
within the international ecosystem of AI activities, with specific chapters focused on the AI Industry in different countries, 
the UK "brain-drain" problem (referring to the fact that the US is rapidly acquiring much of the UK's AI talents, and how 
this must be resolved in order to effectively secure a leadership position within the global AI landscape in the coming 
years), and how the UK could utilize international partnerships with other global AI hubs in order to strengthen its leading 
position.

Section IV: Ethics of AI directs its focus to the ethical challenges and opportunities of AI, and delves into the specific 
factors surrounding the use of AI in data security, data privacy, transforming the labour market and growing skills gaps, 
technological threats of AI, and AI's relation to inequality and statistics-related biases.
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Section V: Private, Commercial, Non-Profit Initiatives and Activities outlines the many activities that have been 
launched by various for-profit and non-profit entities, with specific chapters dedicated to Key Persons in the UK AI Industry, 
Conferences, Hubs, Research Institutes, Think Tanks.

Section VI: Practical Applications and Use Cases gives a detailed overview of the diverse array of practical applications 
and use-cases of AI in the UK, including the use of AI in GovTech (E-Governance), Healthcare, Security and 
Cybersecurity, Robotics and Computer Vision, and significant diversity of other types of practical applications.

Section VII: Profile Appendices individually profiles the 1000 companies, 600 investors, 80 influencers, 12 think tanks, 12 
tech hubs, 15 journalists, 20 conferences, 20 universities, 11 research institutions making up the UK AI Industry landscape.

The main purpose of this report is to provide better tools for understanding the entire AI field in UK. The report 
categorises the industry to provide a better overview of the current landscape. Utilization of comprehensive MindMaps 
provide additional tools and leverages for assessment and optimization of further development of the industry. By using 
this approach, we have made clear which subsectors are overcrowded with companies and investments, and which 
subsectors are not yet developed enough.  The UK has quite enough resources on the side of investment, scientists, 
Government support, companies, etc, but AI industrial applications are significantly disproportionate. For example, there is 
an obvious and unnecessary abundance of sectors such as marketing and advertising, entertainment and FinTech, and a 
clear lack of development in such strategically important sectors as EdTech or GovTech. 

The UK has all the elements required to become a leader in the AI industry, but additional work should be applied 
to optimize the assembly of these elements and to create maximum synergy between the existing components of 
the entire AI field. In this regard, significant developments and initiatives are required, focusing on the repositioning and 
recombination of the UK’s existing resources in order to achieve greater synergy among them, and the accelerated 
development of the AI industry in the UK. This disproportionality is also present between scientific advances and practical 
applications that are arriving on the market, as well as in the development of specific methods of AI technology itself. 
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The past two years have seen a tremendous number of changes in the global AI landscape. There has been a stable 
balance with the US as the unquestioned leader in the global IT-market for nearly the past 20 years, and by extension the 
international AI-industry as well, which has evolved from the data science and big data analysis sector to become the 
engine of the 4th industrial revolution, global economic growth and social progress that it is today.
During recent years the European Union (Germany, France and the UK in particular) along with Canada also secured a 
stable significant positions in the global AI race. But the past two years have brought in drastic changes to the global AI 
landscape and can be reasonably considered as the Cambrian Explosion of the AI market, achieving a clearly exponential 
rate of development. The pace of industry development is now undeniably growing at an ever-increasing pace, and it is 
obvious that the next few years will bring an even greater level of accelerated development for the global AI market.

One of the most striking shifts to have occurred in 2017-2018 is that the US has now lost its exclusive #1 position as the 
frontrunner the international AI race according to multiple expert estimations, with China rapidly reaching equality with the 
US. More of it, according to some recent estimations, China might even already exceeded the US in terms of dominance in 
the AI industry by some parameters. 

The Chinese government has cemented AI as a core part of their national agenda, with Chinese president Xi Jinping 
having committed $150 billion in government funding in order to make China the undisputed global leader in the AI race by 
2030. Meanwhile, no such high-level governmental strategy has come forth in the US. While we saw some steps in this 
direction during the Obama Administration, such as the release of the White House Reports "Preparing for the Future of 
Artificial Intelligence" and "National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan", the Trump 
administration has failed to carry that torch forward.

China's success in beating the US as the current global AI leader is in large part due to the government's realization of the 
national strategic importance of AI, and the commitment of tens of billions of dollars to the issue. Another factor biasing 
China toward success is the sheer size of their population, which gives them greater potentials to create and train a large 
number of AI specialists (one of the foremost bottlenecks on the pace of AI advancement in the EU and other countries). 
China's large population, combined with its more relaxed data privacy laws and the large amount of data produced by 
citizens (assisted by their high level of public surveillance), also allows for the nation to generate more data to train their AI, 
putting them at an additional competitive advantage over the US.
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The science and business of AI has come to be recognized by several nations as critical - and, indeed, perhaps the most 
impactful factor above all others - to the strategic development of a given country's economic, geopolitical and military 
future. 

These governments believe that AI is the strongest driver of the entire national economy and further GDP growth, enabling 
the accelerated synergetic development of many other industries that either use or are enhanced by AI, such as 
Healthcare, IoT, FinTech and advanced digital economy in general. This trend has recently reached new heights with the 
advent of the term "AI Nationalism" to specifically denote those countries that make AI a core element of their national 
economic and geopolitical agenda.

While the UK’s prospects for overtaking US and China in the international AI race is not as strong, the nation does has 
considerable prospects of becoming the #1 leader in some specific niches including healthcare and fintech, and in the 
development of AI ethics, governance and safety frameworks on a global scale. In particular, it has substantial potential to 
set the gold standard for “Good Trusted AI” and to develop international laws for the prevention of oppression, 
discrimination and biases resulting from the unethical use of AI.

The UK Government has proven itself as one of the most proactive and progressive countries in its national AI-strategy, 
which is internationally recognized among the most pragmatic and balanced strategies put forward by any nation. This 
state of affairs is the synergetic result of numerous supplementing factors, including the fact that London is a leading 
financial global hub, the substantial scientific prowess and intellectual excellence emanating from constellation of 
world-class universities, including Oxford and Cambridge, and the unparalleled reputation that the UK has cultivated for the 
development of strong ethical traditions relating to industry, finance and governance.

The fact that the UK has already committed significant portions of GDP toward investment into AI development also puts 
them in a good position relative to other countries. Being able to excel in the AI race requires not hundreds of millions of 
committed government dollars, but tens of billions, which is not as realistic a prospect as other competing countries with 
lesser GDPs. However, as a result of multiple other complementary factors the required budget to effectively compete with 
the current AI leaders might be substantially lower for the UK in particular. These factors include the UK’s geographical 
interconnectedness and interoperability and the fact that the nation has highly developed science, technology and 
investment hubs.
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London, already home to more AI startups than any other city in Europe, is the epicenter of not only the UK's financial 
sphere, but also its scientific sphere, with leading academic institutions and universities clustered very close together in the 
Oxford-London-Cambridge triangle. 

This is one of the factors behind the recent increase of investments into UK tech startups, as well as the trend of 
international tech specialists flocking to the UK, namely, because this interconnectedness and the synergy between 
financial hubs, tech hubs and scientific hubs in the UK creates a highly favourable ecosystem for convergent technology 
development. The US and China are comparatively disadvantaged in this specific sense. In the US for example, the 
financial center of gravity Wall Street is far-removed from the BioTech epicenter of Boston and the technology innovation 
and AI hub of Silicon Valley.

Meanwhile, Silicon Valley is quickly losing its reputation as the exclusive leading hub for Tech innovation and AI in 
particular. Meanwhile, the UK has a long history of productive intercontinental collaboration, and is in the best position to 
become the leader of international AI cooperation with such countries as Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, Israel, 
Switzerland, Saudi Arabia and UAE. 

While US and China are too focused on their isolated growth and industry dominance, the UK has all elements necessary 
to become an unbiased frontrunner in international AI collaboration. If the UK will proceed in the same direction as it 
was doing throughout 2017-2018, it has great potentials to become the new global leader of the 4th Industrial 
Revolution, driven by the further evolution of the UK AI Industry.

We can expect the current significant growth rates of  the AI-industries in China and US to stay at the same pace in coming 
years, and for the UK’s industry-specific growth rate will increase in accelerated mode above other countries due to its 
natural predisposition to maximize its presence within the global AI industry, such that over the coming years the UK will 
capture an increasing share of the global AI market.

While the UK will not be able to compete with the US and China as the dominant AI leader globally, it is absolutely clear 
that it can become a leader in a different mode: being the obvious #3 in the global AI race, it can become the #1 leader in 
the sphere of international AI-cooperation, AI-governance, and global AI-guidance on the matters of AI-ethics, 
transparency and safety, issues which are becoming more and more pressing.
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It is very notable that, in addition to choosing the AI sector as the top national Grand Challenge, the UK Government also 
chose the issue of the Aging Population as the second Grand Challenge. 

There is no doubt that AI can bring novel solutions and approaches to bear on the issue of demographic aging, and the 
prioritization of both ageing and AI is indicative of a progressive government with a proactive commitment to staying on the 
leading edge of technological change.

It is, however, our position that the UK Government should be focusing on the intersection of these two challenges to a 
greater extent that it currently is, and that rather than focusing on reactionary, symptomatic medical and socioeconomic 
solutions, it should be focusing on the accelerated development of preventive medicine, and more specifically to the 
application of AI to preventive medicine and precision health, and especially to the extension of the healthy and active 
period of life for people of retirement age, and AI can play crucial role on this matter.

By looking at the problem as a solvable biomedical problem that can be neutralized through appropriate investments into 
preventive medicine, the nation stands not only to gain substantial gains in overall GDP, but to save on the massive 
healthcare costs associated with demographic aging, while simultaneously minimizing one of the nation’s foremost 
socioeconomic challenges and issues.

In March 2018 British Business Secretary Greg Clark announced a £300 million commitment to solutions for demographic 
aging to bridge the gap between the UK's ageing science sphere with its longevity business and investment landscape.

£98 million has been earmarked for a "healthy ageing programme" aiming to develop new products and services to help 
the elderly live in their homes for longer, combat loneliness and increase overall independence and wellbeing, while £210 
million is being allocated to a "data to early diagnosis and precision medicine program" to improve both diagnosis and 
treatment of age-related disease.

By utilizing AI as an accelerative engine for ageing and preventive medicine research and development, the nation 
can reap much greater economic returns and, most importantly, utilize the UK’s achievements in the AI industry to 
help solve one of the most pressing and prevalent demographic issues the nation will face in the decades to 
come.
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Every pound invested into AI brings about much more than a simple return on investment because advances in AI 
fuel synergetic complimentary effects on the many other industries that can benefit from the use or integration of 
AI, effectively compounding its effects on the economy as a whole. 

Some of the sectors set to reap the largest near-term benefits of advancements in AI include Healthcare, BioTech, 
FinTech, InsurTech, LegalTech, GovTech, InvestTech and IoT. 

In slightly longer timeframes, AI also has the power to transform entire economies through fundamental shifts in the finance 
sector, specifically through the creation of what we referred to in previous reports as the transition from the Digital 
Economy to the Digital Economy 2.0 or "Augmented Economy", which we have defined as a state in which entirely novel 
outcomes and values not obvious or projectable by current standards will emerge as a natural product of the evolution of 
the digital ecosystem. 

This transition is marked by the digitalization and mathematization-enabled full integration and unification of FinTech, 
RegTech, LegalTech and InvestTech, housed by a blockchain backend, and advanced IT and AI technologies, throughout 
its evolution from the Digital Economy of today, toward the Augmented Digital Economy 2.0 of the future. 

Some hallmarks of the Augmented Economy include geographical interconnectivity, accelerated speed and reduced cost 
of transactions, enhanced cybersecurity, enhanced liquidity and interoperability.

It is in use-cases like this that we can see significant potentials for specific countries to advance into leadership positions.

Given that London is the most advanced financial and FinTech world hub, along with quite advanced LegalTech, 
RegTech and InsurTech sectors, the UK has the best possible combination of factors to be the first to implement 
the Digital Economy 2.0 around 2022-2024, ahead of all other countries, and is likely to outpace China and the US 
on this front.
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2018: Main AI events and developments in UK

Between April and October of 2018 a number of Government, Parliamentary and official UK entities announced initiatives, 
issued reports and made declarations highlighting how AI is considered as a matter of national strategy and significant 
importance. While these events are explored and summarized in greater detail within the body of the report, it is useful to 
highlight them briefly in order to indicate the magnitude of progress in terms of Governmental and Parliamentary 
commitment to strengthening the UK’s AI Industry having occurred in recent months.

On April 16, 2018 the UK House of Lords Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence published its report “AI in the UK: 
ready, willing and able?”. The report considers the future of AI in the UK, from perceived opportunities to risks and 
challenges, scoping the legal and regulatory landscape, treats the role of AI in a social and economic context, and 
proposes a set of ethical guidelines.

In June 2018 UK politicians, industry and civil society joined with colleagues from across the globe to create the AI Global 
Governance Commission, a universal platform which will develop international AI framework and policy. The AI Global 
Governance Commission was recommended by the All Party Parliamentary Group on AI (APPG AI) and launched with 
support of Big Innovation Centre, in response to the need for global policy on AI, as well as the recommendations of the 
Lords Select Committee AI report, in which MPs and peers called for a cross-sector code of conduct and standards for the 
industry. 

On 26 June 2018 globally-renowned AI expert Dr. Demis Hassabis was appointed as an adviser to the new Office for 
Artificial Intelligence. Hassabis, the co-founder of leading AI research company DeepMind, will provide expert industry 
guidance to help country build the skills and capability it needs to capitalise on the huge social and economic potential of AI 
- a key part of the Government’s modern Industrial Strategy.

The “UK Economic Outlook. Prospects for the housing market and the impact of AI on jobs” report by PWC published in 
July 2018 set out the background and conceptual framework for the analysis, presented some illustrative estimates of 
potential regional job impacts based on differences in industry structure across regions. It explored the uncertainties around 
central estimates by constructing alternative optimistic and pessimistic scenarios and discussed potential policy 
implications.

Executive Summary
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2018: Main AI events and developments in UK

On 21st May 2018 Stakeholder Dinner 1: Future of Jobs was organized by APPG on AI and was attended by Government 
and regulatory bodies, expert academics, entrepreneurs and business leaders. All invited participants were asked to share 
their expert opinion on the topic.

On 11th June 2018 the APPG on AI held the Advisory Board Meeting 2 which meets once a quarter to co-set strategy on 
topics and feedback on the output of the group activities.

Evidence Meeting 4: Innovation and Entrepreneurship took place on 11 June 2018 where speakers treated questions as 
“How can companies lagging in innovation catch up? What should be the role of the industry-led AI Council? How do we 
scale-up the AI driven businesses?”.

On 11-12 June 2018 CogX 2018 brought together 4,000 attendees and 300 speakers. The event featured an expanded 
agenda discussing the Impact of AI on Industry, Government and Society, also the pressing question for executives of how 
to get from lab to live and at the same time deploy AI responsibly and ethically. Also CogX explored how AI intersects with 
emerging technologies including Blockchain, IoT and 5G telecoms, VR and AR, and the future of transportation, health and 
education. 

Additionally, the report released in coordination of Mayor of London office entitled “London: The AI Growth Capital of 
Europe” was presented at CogX on how London is becoming a global hub for AI companies, with more AI suppliers and 
startups than any other city in Europe.

On 26 June 2018 the UK Government announced a new Government Office for Artificial Intelligence, to be advised by Dr. 
Demis Hassabis and appointment of Tabitha Goldstaub as the chair the new AI Council. These developments were 
announced as part of the Government's modern Industrial Strategy and follow in the heels of the inclusion of AI and data 
as one of the UK Government's four Grand Challenges, as well as on the heels of the £1 billion joint initiative between the 
UK Government and private sector to put the nation at the forefront of the global AI industry.

Executive Summary
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We applied outstanding efforts to create the most comprehensive industry mindmaps ever done for a given 
industry, in order to provide a snapshot of the current UK AI industry (Q3 2018) according to technology 
segments, market subsectors and active players.

AI in UK Industry Landscape 2018 (page 26) visualises the 1000 AI companies and 35 AI technology hubs 
according to today's AI industry segmentation, showing which companies are active in the specific market subsectors of 
Marketing & Advertising, InsurTech, HR, Security, LegalTech, Consulting, GovTech, Transport & Infrastructure, 
Healthcare, Entertainment, Education & Research, FinTech & Finance and other.

AI in UK Technology Landscape 2018 (page 27) visualises the breakdown of technology segmentation relating to the 
1000 UK AI companies featured in this report, categorising companies according to the technology domains in which they 
are active, including Machine Learning, Computer Vision, Chatbots & Assistants, Predictive Analytics, Robotics, 
Recommendation Systems, Search Engines and Language Processing, Intelligent Data Analysis, IoT and other.

1000 AI Companies in UK (page 28) is equal to Mindmap at the page 26, but visualises 1000 in the other projection.

AI in UK Investors Q3 2018 (page 29) visualises the industry segmentation of 600 Investors of UK AI companies, 
broken down according to the market subsectors of Marketing & Advertising, InsurTech, HR, Security, LegalTech, 
Consulting, GovTech, Transport & Infrastructure, Healthcare, Entertainment, Education & Research, FinTech & Finance 
and other.

In time these mindmaps and infographics will serve as the basis for a specialised IT-platform featuring interactive 
and interconnected industry infographics and databases that consortium of Deep Knowledge Analytics and Big 
Innovation Centre plans to develop as a means of continuing market and technology analysis inaugurated by this 
report. This specialised IT-platform will be available for use by a variety of AI industry participants in order to initiate and 
optimize dialogue between various relevant stakeholders and increase the level of transparency, interoperability and 
forward momentum of ongoing developments within the UK AI industry.

Our report classifies companies according to their activities in the following 11 industry subsectors and 8 technology 
domains:
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Industry Subsectors
1. GovTech - companies in this section using AI driven 

technologies in order to monitor or conduct various 
strategic points. These companies also are working 
with various Governmental bodies of UK in order to 
help them operate more efficiently. 

2. Transport & Infrastructure - Transport, Infrastructure, 
Industrial development.

3. Security - provide security in various ways.
4. FinTech & Finance - using AI technologies to predict, 

monitor, advice, conduct various financial related 
services.

5. Marketing & Advertising - companies which are using 
AI technologies to promote various products as well as 
working in B2C and B2B industries related to sales.

6. Entertainment - AI technologies applied for 
entertainment. 

7. Healthcare - companies operating in healthcare 
industry and using AI driven technologies in order to 
treat people.

8. Education & Research - companies which are using 
AI technologies in the educational or research related 
process.

9. HR - companies applying AI for talent search and 
Human Resources Management. 

10. InsurTech - companies which are using AI 
technologies in Insurance Industry.

11. LegalTech - companies using AI technology, software 
and other advanced IT-solutions to provide legal 
services and analysis.

Technology Domains
1. Robotics - which are building all kind of robots, 

drones, and applying AI. 
2. Computer Vision - companies in this category are 

focused on various types of computer vision.
3. Machine Learning - these companies are using 

various types of machine learning algorithms for 
different purposes. 

4. Intelligent Data Analysis - companies which are 
collecting, analyzing data. 

5. ChatBot and AI Assistants - AI driven ChatBots 
which are communicating with clients, or helping user 
to plan various activities.

6. Recommender Systems - companies producing 
software, which creates a list of recommendations, 
e.g. financial or economic predictions and 
recommendations.

7. Search Engines and Language Processing - 
companies which are using AI driven search tools 
both written and oral way.

8. Internet of Things - these companies are creating 
AI driven software applications which are helping 
users to monitor and maintain hardware devices and 
sensors. 
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The UK has all the elements required to become a leader in the AI industry, but additional work should be 
conducted to optimize the assembly of these elements and to create maximum synergy between the existing 
components of the entire AI field. These resources are quite significant and enough to gain an undeniable leadership 
position on a global scale. 

The UK has quite enough resources on the side of investment and Government support, but AI industrial 
applications are significantly disproportionate. For example, there is an obvious and unnecessary abundance of 
sectors such as marketing and advertising, entertainment and FinTech, and a clear lack of development in such 
strategically important sectors as EdTech or GovTech. 

This disproportionality is also present between scientific advances and practical applications that are arriving 
on the market, as well as in the development of specific methods of AI technology itself - on this matter an additional 
efforts should be applied to fill these gaps, taking in account examples of successful solutions implemented by other 
countries. 

Having established a very promising AI Industry foundation, the nation is now tasked with forumating proactive 
strategies to increase synergy between subsectors and distribute resources strategically, being transferred them from 
overvalued subsectors to subsectors that are comparatively lacking, despite being much more important in terms of 
both potential value as well as strategic impact. 

On a global scale China and US are currently obvious leaders. Several countries (Canada, EU, Israel, Russia, as 
well as Southeast Asia countries, such as Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and Japan) are competing for the leading 
positions in the Top-10 list. Accordingly to the recent declarations of president Macron France is also making significant 
investments on the Government level to accelerate the development of its AI industry. 

The UK is the best contender for #3 and has the strong possibility to outcompete the EU, Canada and 
Southeast Asia (excluding China), because of the fact that UK is also a global financial and advanced scientific 
hub, it has a strategic competitive advantage over most other countries. 
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The number of AI startups headquartered in the UK grows day by day, and the UK AI Industry’s dynamic of 
growth has now reached a truly astonishing pace. The number of UK AI Industry investors is also growing 
steadily. And there are incredible opportunities for international collaboration, not only with the US but also with 
other global growing Tech hubs like Singapore, Hong Kong, Dubai, etc. 

We are now at the point in time when all of the activities mentioned above, taken together, can be reasonably 
described as the Cambrian Explosion of AI in the UK. The nation has very strong potentials to become a global leader 
in AI, provided that sufficient commitments from the UK Government were made in order to prioritize it as a matter of 
national strategic importance. Given the substantial surge of activities on the part of the UK Government throughout the 
past several months, ranging from Governmental reports, new AI offices and committees, and the announcement of 
well-funded Government and private sector partnerships and initiatives, it is clear that the Government has confirmed 
its commitment to prioritize the development of the AI industry as a core part of its national agenda. 

There is no doubt that the nation will see tangible and practical deliverables as a result of these efforts and initiatives over 
the course of the next several years. The only remaining question pertaining to the specific nature and magnitude of 
those results is how these now-abundant resources and initiatives can be most effectively assembled, in a synergetic 
and convergent manner, in order to maximize the return on the investment of funds and non-monetary resources. 
Effectively understanding the challenges and opportunities of the UK AI Industry landscape is exactly what this report 
has set out to achieve; serving as an effective tool for the tactical optimisation of the industry as a whole.

Nonetheless, there are roadblocks to progress that remain in place. One of the foremost roadblocks is referred to as the 
“brain drain” problem in Section III of the present report, and denotes the fact that the US is rapidly acquiring many of the 
UK’s top AI talent and specialists, thereby diluting the resource which is not only the most scarce, but also the most 
crucial to succeeding in the mission to become a global leader of AI within the next several years. 

These and other infrastructural roadblocks remain. The UK has many potentials to neutralize these pitfalls and 
bottlenecks, but only through effectively recognizing them, and executing strategic initiatives in order to combat them. 
And it is this specific purpose - i.e., effectively understanding the challenges and opportunities of the UK AI 
Industry landscape - that this report seeks to assess and forecast, in order to serve as an effective tool for the 
strategic optimization of the industry as a whole.
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Executive Summary / Conclusions

● Today AI-technology has become much more than technology, and is considered as the most impactful sector 
affecting the future of entire states and nations. The UK Government has proven itself as one of the most proactive 
and progressive countries in its national AI-strategy, which is internationally recognized among the most pragmatic 
and balanced strategies put forward by any nation. 

● This report is a step in an ongoing effort to provide a framework for assessing the optimal road forward, and for 
developing a roadmap that can be used to assist in the efficient and synergetic assembly of the tools and assets 
which the UK has at its disposal.

● While China is actively challenging the US as the dominant leader in the international AI race, the UK has 
considerable prospects of becoming an international leader in some specific niches including healthcare and 
fintech, and in the development of AI ethics, governance and safety frameworks on a global scale. In particular, it 
has substantial potential to set the gold standard for “Good Trusted AI” and to develop international laws for the 
prevention of oppression, discrimination and biases resulting from the unethical use of AI.

● The UK’s strong potentials in this area is is the synergetic result of numerous supplementing factors, including the 
fact that London is a leading financial global hub, the substantial scientific prowess and intellectual excellence 
emanating from constellation of world-class universities, including Oxford and Cambridge, and the unparalleled 
reputation that the UK has cultivated for the development of strong ethical traditions relating to industry, finance 
and governance. It is the combination of these factors that makes the UK one of the most probable candidates to 
become the leading engine of the 4th industrial revolution, economic growth and social progress globally.

● The ultimate aim of this report is to provide a framework of AI industry for assessing the optimal road forward, and 
for developing an effective roadmap that can be used to assist in the efficient and synergetic assembly of the tools 
and assets which UK has at its disposal.




